
Mi High-capacity Ink Pen
4x more capacity, smoother and longer writing

10-pack (black)



4 times the 
writing length

0.5 mm spring tipJapanese MiKuni ink

Lasts longer than a 
regular gel pen

Dries quickly without 
smudging

Glides smoothly 
on the page



Higher capacity direct injection ink storage

Can write four times longer than a traditional gel pen

1600 180,000metre character

Line drawing distance write capacity



This design provides a high ink flow rate for a more consistent 
writing experience. The pen glides smoothly across the page. 
The ink does not get on the back of the paper. Handle your 
everyday writing, scribbling or calendaring with the Mi High-c
apacity Ink Pen.

MiKuni ink imported from JapanVivid, 
clear colors and uninterrupted streaming



The carefully formulated pigment-based ink prevents smearing, keeping the paper clean while writing. It 
is long-lasting, does not fade and does not stain in contact with water. It is suitable for important tasks such as 

document signing and written exams.

It dries quickly and does not form ink smears



The 0.5 mm pen tip produced by Mikron machinery company
in Switzerland is reliable, durable and precise. The spring 
placed inside the pen tip puts pressure on the hole when the 
ball is placed horizontally to seal and effectively prevent ink
leakage. Even if the cap is lost, the pen does not dry out easily.

High quality spring tipSmooth 
writing without bleed

0.5mm



The partially transparent sleeve design shows the remaining ink level 
and won't slip out of your hand. Each pen weighs 8.5 g(3) so it doesn't 
put pressure on your hand and feels light.

Textured sleeve design provides comfortable 
gripType for a long time without getting tired



Long-term fulfillment of your daily work and office needs with a one-time purchase, or share pens with friends.

10-pack of high capacity for sharing


